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Abstract
Agile methods are widely employed to develop high-quality
software, but theoretical analyses argue that agile methods are
inadequate for security-critical projects. However, most agiledeveloped software today needs to satisfy baseline security
requirements, so that we need to focus on how to achieve this
level for typical agile projects. Software grows up through its
life cycle, so software development methodologies should pay
special attention to security aspects of the product. This paper
addresses the major concern of security requirements of projects
using an agile approach. It provides an integrated framework
developed in Java which uses a lightweight method to enhance the
security features by integrating security activities from Security
engineering processes without compromising the agility in the
agile approach.
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I. Introduction
Agile development follows an opposing approach from the
formalization and control in plan-driven development. Instead,
agile development formalizes processes only where necessary and
emphasizes informal and intensive interaction to craft systems
with high business-value. Agile development refers to a set of
values shared by related development methods, such as SCRUM
and XP. The Agile Manifesto [1] lists the overarching values in
abstract terms:
•
•
•
•

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools,
Working software over comprehensive documentation,
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation,
Responding to change over following a plan.

In agile development, responsiveness is emphasized over the
reliability of standardized development processes. The process
is more likened to learning than to the application of prior
knowledge. Agile methods can be described as “generative”
instead of “adaptive” learning, applying double-loop learning.
Also, the “command and control” approach of plan-driven models
is exchanged for a more democratic model to profit from the
tacit knowledge of the individuals in the team. More specifically
than the Agile Manifesto, the principles of agile development
are to “deliver something useful,” “rely on people,” “encourage
collaboration,” “technical excellence,” “do the simplest thing
possible,” and “be adaptable.”
Popular methods in the agile ecosystem have a broad range of
characteristics. More liberal methods, such as Crystal Clear and
Scrum, formalize the development process to a lesser degree than
more heavy-weight methods, such as Feature-Driven Development.
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Two distinct philosophies can be contrasted here: The liberal
methods with an optimistic view that development teams are able
to tailor the process to fit their particular development environment
in the most efficient way. Conversely, the pessimists rather specify
the process in detail to prevent failures from adaptation or problems
in large or high-reliability projects.
A. Security in Agile Development
In literature, there is a discussion on whether agile development
methods and the underlying principles are appropriate to develop
secure software. One reason is that the agile development proponents
did explicitly not target high-risk software development. Kent
Beck rather states in his XP book that XP in itself is not suitable
for high-reliability requirements. However, security is not only
relevant for high-reliability projects, but affects most software
that is being developed.
The main issue with agile development concerning security is
that the team-emphasizing, dynamic and tacit-knowledge-driven
methods conflict with the assurance activities as demanded by
traditional secure software development methods [22]. However,
there are indications that agile development improves quality.
Moreover, plan-driven development also poses challenges to
secure software development that might be less critical in agile
development. Early planning of security requirements may
conflict with the changing requirements in practice, which agile
development is better prepared for. Also, to address the challenges
to security in agile development, various enhancements have been
proposed to agile methods [22].
II. Framework for Security Enhancement
This section covers the various steps followed to develop a
framework for security enhancement.
A. Integration of Security in Agile Development
Method
The growing trend towards the use of agile techniques for building
software and the increase in security breaches over the past
few years means that it is essential to integrate existing highprofile Security engineering (SE) processes with agile processes.
Moreover, as there are no SE processes developed specifically
for an agile setting, organizations have used existing waterfall
SE processes in their agile processes. However, the reliability of
the SE processes commonly used in the waterfall model has not
yet been evaluated in an agile development setting. Accordingly,
existing security activities within water-fall SE processes used in
current agile processes are investigated. Four high-profile waterfall
SE processes (CLASP, Microsoft SDL, Cigital Touchpoints and
Common Criteria) are investigated [20]. Based on these SE
processes, a total of 41 security activities are obtained which are
used for further investigation.
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Table 1: Security Activities
Security Activities
Requirement

Implementation

Security Metrics (CLASP)

Static Code Analyses  (SDL, CT)

Initial Education  (CLASP,
SDL)
Security Requirements (CLASP,
SDL, CT, CC)
Abuse Cases  (CLASP, CT)

Security Tools (SDL)
Coding Rules  (SDL)
Pair Programming (O)

Agree on Definitions (CC)
Role Matrix  (CLASP, SDL)

Testing

Design Requirements (SDL)

Vulnerability & Penetration
Testing (CT)

Identify Trust Boundary
(CLASP)
Identify Global Security Policy
(CLASP)
Specify Operational
Environment  (CLASP)
Identify Attack Surface
(CLASP)

Red Team Testing  (CT)

C. Integration Method
To integrate security activities selected from Security engineering
(SE) processes the following steps shown [2] in the flowchart have
to be followed. This flowchart provides a method through which
security activities can be integrated with agile activities without
compromising the agility of the process as shown in fig. 1.
D. Implementation
The above mentioned method [2] is implemented in Java and the
different steps mentioned are implemented in different modules as
shown in figures. Figure 2 shows the addition of security activities
and the same is done in case of agile activities. Fig. 3 shows Fuzzy
Integration matrix which decides the membership value of whether
a security activity can be integrated with the agile activity and
to what extent. Fig. 4 shows the Integration of security activities
with agile activities after running the program.

Risk Based Testing (CT)
Dynamic Analysis (SDL)
Fuzzy Testing  (SDL)
Code Review (CLASP, SDL)

Design

Security Testing  (CLASP)

Risk Analyses  (CT, CC)
Assumption Documentation
(CT)

Release

Critical Assets (CC)

External Review (CT)

UMLSec (CC)

Repository Improvement  (CC)

Quality Gates (SDL)

Incident Response Planning
(SDL

Cost Analysis (SDL)

Signing the Code  (CLASP)

Attack Surface Reduction
(SDL)

Operational Planning and
Readiness (CLASP)

Security Architecture  (CLASP)

Final Security Review (SDL)

Secure Design Principles
(CLASP)
Security Activities
Countermeasure Graphs   (O)
Requirements Inspection  (CC)
Threat Modeling (CLASP, SDL)

B. Integration of Security Activities with Agile
Development Methods
As mentioned in earlier section, there are some guidelines, best
practices, methods and other materials in Security engineering
(SE) that can be used by project’s team to produce secure software
products [20]. To arm agile methods with security features, it is
acceptable to use these experienced and proposed activities for
secure software development. On the other hand, integrating some
heavy weight activities with agile processes may lead to a process
that cannot be named agile and possibly will be unacceptable for
project’s team. In order to restrain reduction of agility nature, a
proper method has to be used. First security activities are extracted
from Security engineering (SE) processes, and then agility degree
of activities is defined to measure their nimbleness. Integration
issues of agile and security activities are handled and a flowchart
to integrate security activities with organization’s agile process
is introduced.
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Fig. 1: Flowchart for Integrating Security Activities

Fig. 2: Addition of Security Activities
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Fig. 3: Fuzzy Integration Matrix

Fig. 4: Integration of Security Activities With Agile Activities
III. Conclusion
This work provides a preliminary roadmap that serves as a starting
point for creating a secure agile development approach and enables
the generation of more fruitful research results from the field.
Using introduced method in this paper, security activities can be
integrated to agile methodologies to enhance security of software
product without compromising the overall agility of the project.
In addition, since the selected security activities are originally
developed for waterfall development approach, some of the
security activities might need modification in order to adapt with
an agile process. We have not investigated new or pure agile SEprocesses (but a selection of existing/modified security activities
as a base for the agile development). Therefore, the directions for
future work primarily include evaluating these security activities
that are selected as compatible and beneficial to an agile model
in a real agile industry setting. These steps will add value to the
findings and gain acceptance in the real agile industry.
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